The Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society will conduct an auction on May 8, 2015, at 2215 Millstream Road, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, one-half mile east of the intersection of Routes 30 and 462. The sale dates for the remainder of 2015 are as follows: July 10, September 11, and November 13. The auction not only specializes in local and denominational history and genealogy of southeastern Pennsylvania, but also includes theological works and other types of material of interest to the nationwide constituency. Please refer to the last page of the catalog for book auction procedures. Individual catalogs are available from the Society for $5.00 + $3.00 postage and handling. Persons who wish to be added to the mailing list for the rest of 2015 may do so by sending $12.00 with name and address to the Society. Higher rates apply for subscribers outside of the United States. All subscriptions expire at the end of the calendar year. The catalog is also available for free on our web site at www.lmhs.org/auction.html.
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21. Six assorted books on veiling, doctrine, materialism, cross and flag, etc.: Davis, J., Let Her Be Veiled; Clouse, R., [et al.], The Cross & the Flag; Walker, L., Escape from New Age Materialism; Gumbel, N., Challenging Lifestyle; Practical Guidelines for Living Out Jesus’ Teachings; Bruce, F., The King James Version; The First 350 Years, 1611-1961; Kauffman, D., Bible Doctrines Briefly Stated; or, 100 Points on Christian Faith (last 5 items pb, item 2 is foxing, item 5 sis, gc).


49. Bunjan, John. Eines Christen Reise nach der seligen Ewigkeit, welche in unterschiedlichen artigen Sinnbildern den ganzen Zustand einer bußfertigen und gottsuchenden Seele vorstellt. Germantaun: Peter Leibert, 1796. 240, 225, 25, [1]pp (ad; Evans no. 30137; PGS no. 1024; caif; yp; both clasps missing; spine cover torn and taped; covers torn; mc).


111. The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, Translated Out of the Original Greek; and with the Former Translations Diligently Compared and Revised. Philadelphia: Abel Dickinson, 1808. [268]pp (al, copy of Fannery or Fanney Rheem, several Rheem names written on back endpapers, ds, yp, spine cover torn, front and back covers loose and torn, pc).


Studer, Gerald C. *Christopher Dock, Colonial Schoolmaster: The Biography and Writings of Christopher Dock*. Scottdale, Pa.: Author, 1959; 1972. 554; 592pp (ub, b/w ill, maps, ind, includes newspaper clippings relating to log home of Samuel Dock).  


*SIGNED FOR “Uncle Nevin” by author*, vgc.  


